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Page 1 - Introduction

Welcome on board this Global Aircraft. In this issue of the Global Aviation Magazine, we will
take a look at two more Global Lines Cities Barrow, Alaska, and Manila, Philippines. We also
take another look at a featured aircraft in the Global Fleet. This month’s featured aircraft is the
Airbus A340 aircraft.
We wish you a pleasant flight.
2. Barrow, Alaska – The Last Frontier
5. Manila, Philippines – Asian Essence
8. Pilot Information
9. Introducing the Airbus A340 – Goes The Distance
11. In-Flight Movies/Featured Music
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Barrow is the largest city of the North Slope Borough in the U.S. state of Alaska. It is the 9th northernmost city in the
world and is the northernmost city in the United States of America, with nearby Point Barrow being the nation's
northernmost point. Barrow's population was 4,212 at the 2010 census.
Barrow is located at 71°17′44″N
156°45′59″W. It is the only U.S. city on
the continent of North America with an
antipode on uninhabited dry land. The
antipode is in Antarctica at 71°17′44″S
23°14′1″E. Barrow is roughly 1,300 miles
(2,100 km) south of the North Pole. Only
5.3% of the Earth's surface lies as far from
the Equator as Barrow.
According to the United States Census
Bureau, the city has a total area of
21 sq mi (54 km2). 18 sq mi (47 km2) of it
is land and 3 sq mi (8 km2) of it is water.
The total area is 14% water.
The predominant land type in Barrow is
tundra, which sits on permafrost that is as
much as 1,300 feet (400 m) in depth.
Barrow is surrounded by the National
Petroleum Reserve–Alaska.
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The city of Barrow is divided, basically, into three sections, which can be classified as south, central, and north.
The southernmost of the sections, also referred to as the south section, is the second largest of the three, and acts
basically as downtown. This area includes Wiley Post-Will Rogers Memorial Airport, Barrow High School, Barrow
Elementary School, Samuel Simmonds regional hospital, as well as several restaurants, hotels and motels, the
Barrow clerk's office, a Wells Fargo bank, and a large quantity of houses.
The Central section is the largest of the three. This is the main housing area for the city of Barrow. This area is
separated from the south section by a series of lakes, with three small dirt roads connecting the two. This area, in
addition to the houses, includes Tuzzy Consortium Library, the Inupiat Heritage Center, and a few small restaurants.
The north section is the smallest and most isolated of the three sections. It is connected to the central section only by
Stevenson Street, a small, one-lane dirt road. The north section is centered around Ilisagvik College. This area also
includes a small broadcasting station, which is run by the college students.
Owing to its location 320 miles (515 km) north of
the Arctic Circle, Barrow's climate is cold and dry,
and is classified as a polar climate. Winter weather
can be extremely dangerous because of the
combination of cold and wind, while summers are
cool even at their warmest.
Despite the extreme northern location, temperatures
at Barrow are moderated by the surrounding
topography. The Arctic Ocean is on three sides, and
flat tundra stretches some 200 miles to the south.
Thus, there are no wind barriers, and there are no
protected valleys where dense cold air can settle or
form in the atmosphere.
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Barrow is the economic center of the North Slope Borough, the city's primary employer, and numerous businesses
provide support services to oil field operations. State and federal agencies also provide employment. The midnight
sun has attracted tourism, and arts and crafts provide some cash income. Many residents rely upon subsistence food
sources: whale, seal, polar bear, walrus, waterfowl, caribou, and fish are harvested from the coast or nearby rivers
and lakes. Barrow is the headquarters of the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation.

The roads in Barrow are unpaved
due to the permafrost, and no roads
connect the city to the rest of
Alaska. Barrow is served by both
Global Express Airways and Alaska
Airlines with passenger jet service
at the Wiley Post–Will Rogers
Memorial Airport from Anchorage
and Fairbanks. Freight arrives by air
cargo year round and by oceangoing marine barges during the
annual summer sealift.
Barrow is the setting for a series of
horror comic book/movies titled 30
Days of Night. The stories center on
vampires who take advantage of
month-long annual polar night in the
town to openly kill and feed at will.
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Manila is the capital city of the Philippines. It is one of the sixteen cities (along with the smaller municipality of
Pateros) that comprise Metro Manila.
Manila is located on the eastern shore of Manila Bay and is bordered by Navotas and Caloocan to the north;
Quezon City to the northeast; San Juan and Mandaluyong to the east; Makati
to the
and Pasay
to the
Manila
has southeast,
a total population
of 1,652,171
south.
according to the 2010 census. Manila is the
second most populous city in the
Philippines, behind its neighbor, Quezon
City. The populace inhabits an area of only
38.55 square kilometers, making Manila
the most densely populated city in the
world.
Metro Manila is the most populous
metropolitan area in the Philippines and
the 11th in the world with an estimated
population of 16,300,000.
The greater urban area is the fifth-most
populous in the world with an estimated
population of 21,951,000.
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The city is divided into six legislative districts and
consists of sixteen geographical districts. Bustling
commerce and some of the most historically and
culturally significant iconic landmarks in the country, as
well as the seat of the executive and judicial branches of
the government are to be found in the city. Manila is
also home to many scientific and educational
institutions, numerous sport facilities, and other
culturally and historically significant venues.
The earliest written account of the city is from the 10thcentury. Manila became the center of Spanish activity in
the Far East and one end of the Manila-Acapulco
Galleon trade route inking Latin America and Asia.
Later, it saw the rise of the Philippine Revolution which
was followed by the arrival of the Americans who made
contributions to the cities urban planning and
development only to have most of those improvements
lost in the devastation of World War II. Since then the
city has been rebuilt.
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Manila is headquarters to the World Health
Organization Regional Office for the Western
Pacific, the World Health Organization Country
Office for the Philippines, main office of the
Department of Health, and several private and
public hospitals and medical centers.
One of the many programs of the Department of
Tourism is the promotion of Medical Tourism in
the Philippines. Manila hosts a large number of
wellness centers and spa facilities.
The Manila Health Department, which is
responsible for the planning and implementation
of the health programs of the city government,
operates 44 health centers and lying-in facilities
scattered throughout the city.
Hospitals in the city are the Manila Doctors'
Hospital, Philippine General Hospital, Chinese
General Hospital and Medical Center, Dr. José R.
Reyes Memorial Medical Center, Our Lady of
Lourdes Hospital, San Lazaro Hospital, the
University of Santo Tomas Hospital and the cityowned Ospital ng Maynila Medical Center.
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Global Explorer’s Club Member check-in area at
Manila, Philippines Airport.

Global Explorer’s Club Member check-in area at
Cairo, Egypt Airport.

Global Explorer’s Club Member bar/lounge area
at Manila, Philippines Airport.

Global Explorer’s Club Member bar/lounge area
at Cairo, Egypt Airport.
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The Airbus A340 is a long-range four-engine wide-body commercial passenger jet airliner. Developed and
produced by Airbus Industrie, a consortium of European aerospace companies, which is now fully owned by EADS,
the A340 was assembled at Toulouse, France. It seats up to 375 passengers in the standard variants and 440 in the
stretched −600 series. Depending on the model, it has a range of between 6,700 to 9,000 nautical miles. It is similar
in design to the twin-engine A330 with which it was concurrently designed. Its distinguishing features are four highbypass turbofan engines and three-bogie main landing gear.
Airbus manufactured the A340 in four fuselage lengths. The initial variant, A340-300, which entered service in
1993, measured 194.8 ft. The shorter −200 was developed next, and the A340-600 was a 52.2 ft stretch of the −200.
The -600 was developed alongside the shorter A340-500, which would become the longest-ranged commercial
airliner until the arrival of the Boeing 777-200LR. The two initial models were powered by the CFM56-5C, rated at
151 kilonewtons, while Rolls-Royce held exclusive powerplant rights to the extended-ranged and heavier −500 and
−600 models, through the 267-kilonewton Rolls-Royce Trent 500. Initial A340 versions share the fuselage and wing
of the A330 while the −500/-600 models are longer and have larger wings.
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Launch customers Lufthansa and Air France placed the A340 into service in March 1993. As of September 2011,
379 orders had been placed (not including private operators), of which 375 were delivered. The most common type
was the A340-300 model, with 218 aircraft delivered. A340 is used on long-haul, trans-oceanic routes due to its
immunity from ETOPS; however, with reliability in engines improving, airlines are progressively phasing out the
type in favor of more economical twinjets such as the Boeing 777.
Airbus announced on November 10, 2011, that the A340 program had been terminated due to lack of new orders.
Designed as an early-generation Boeing 747 replacement, the A340-600 is capable of carrying 379 passengers in a
three-class cabin layout 7,500 nautical miles. It provides similar passenger capacity to a 747 but with 25 percent
more cargo volume, and at lower trip and seat costs. First flight of the A340-600 was made on 23 April 2001. The
most direct Boeing equivalent to the A340-600 is the 777-300ER. The A340-600 will eventually be replaced by the
A350-1000, which will also compete with the 777-300ER.
During the Paris Air Show, on 16 June 1993, an A340-200, named The World Ranger took off for a round-theworld demonstration and publicity-stunt flight. The aircraft, carrying 22 persons, had been modified for the flight,
including the addition of five center tanks. Taking off at 11:58 local time, The World Ranger made only one stop
en route in Auckland, arriving back in Paris 48 hours and 22 minutes later, at 12:20. The flight broke six world
records at the time. Among the six was the longest non-stop flight by an airliner, when the aircraft flew 19,277
kilometers (10,409 nm) from Paris, arriving in Auckland in record time, keeping the record until 2005, when a
Boeing 777-200LR flew from Hong Kong eastward toward London, resulting in 11,664 nautical miles (21,602 km)
flown.
Airbus briefly entered discussions with McDonnell Douglas about teaming up to produce the planned AM 300.
This airplane would have combined the wing of the A330 with the fuselage of the McDonnell Douglas MD-11.
However, talks terminated as McDonnell insisted on the continuation of its trijet heritage. Eventually, McDonnell
Douglas would merge with Boeing, contributed by the commercial failure of its MD-11 design, which competed
directly with the A340.
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The Three Stooges
Left on a nun's doorstep, Larry, Curly and Moe grow up finger-poking,
nyuk-nyuking and woo-woo-wooing their way to uncharted levels of knuckleheaded
misadventure. Out to save their childhood home, only The Three Stooges could become
embroiled in an oddball murder plot...while also stumbling into starring in a phenomenally
successful TV reality show.
Comedy
21 Jump Street
In the action-comedy 21 Jump Street, Schmidt (Jonah Hill) and Jenko (Channing Tatum) are
more than ready to leave their adolescent problems behind. Joining the police force and the
secret Jump Street unit, they use their youthful appearances to go undercover in a local high
school. As they trade in their guns and badges for backpacks, Schmidt and Jenko risk their
lives to investigate a violent and dangerous drug ring. But they find that high school is
nothing like they left it just a few years earlier - and neither expects that they will have to
confront the terror and anxiety of being a teenager again and all the issues they thought they
had left behind.
Comedy
American Reunion
In the comedy American Reunion, all the American Pie characters we met a little more than
a decade ago return to East Great Falls for their high-school reunion. In one long-overdue
weekend, they will discover what has changed, who hasn't and that time and distance can't
break the bonds of friendship. It was summer 1999 when four small-town Michigan boys
began a quest to lose their virginity. In the years that have passed, Jim and Michelle married
while Kevin and Vicky said goodbye. Oz and Heather grew apart, but Finch still longs for
Stifler's mom. Now these lifelong friends have come home as adults to reminisce about-and
get inspired by-the hormonal teens who launched a comedy legend.
Comedy
The Dark Knight
Christian Bale returns to the role of Batman, Maggie Gyllenhaal takes over the role of
Rachel Dawes, and Heath Ledger dons the ghoulishly gleeful Joker makeup previously worn
by Jack Nicholson and Cesar Romero. Just as it begins to appear as if Batman, Lt. James
Gordon, and District Attorney Harvey Dent are making headway in their tireless battle
against the criminal element, a maniacal, wisecracking fiend plunges the streets of Gotham
City into complete chaos.
Fantasy/Adventure

Get the Gringo
Mel Gibson finds new life in a Mexican jail after getting caught at the border with $4 million
dollars of Mobster money in this production from former first assistant director turned
helmer, Adrian Grunberg.
Action/Adventure
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Tina Turner is an American singer and actress whose career has
spanned more than 50 years, earning her widespread recognition
and numerous awards. Turner started out her music career with
husband Ike Turner as a member of the Ike & Tina Turner Revue.
Success followed with a string of notable hits and with the
publication of her autobiography I, Tina in 1986, Turner revealed
severe instances of domestic violence against her by Ike Turner
prior to their 1976 split and subsequent 1978 divorce. After
virtually disappearing from the music scene for several years
following her divorce from Ike Turner, she rebuilt her career,
launching another series of hits starting in 1983.
Turner's musical career has led her to several onscreen roles, the
first of which was a prominent turn as The Acid Queen in the 1975
film Tommy. She starred opposite Mel Gibson in Mad Max Beyond
Thunderdome for which she received the NAACP Image Award for
Outstanding Actress in a Motion Picture, and her rendering of the
film's theme, "We Don't Need Another Hero", was a hit single.
One of the world's most popular entertainers, Turner has been
called the most successful female rock artist, and was named "one
of the greatest singers of all time" by Rolling Stone. Her combined
album and single sales total approximately 180 million copies
worldwide. She is known for her energetic stage presence,
powerful vocals, career longevity, and widespread appeal.
Wayne Toups is one of the most commercially successful
American Cajun singers and songwriters. He first picked up an
accordion when he was 13 and quickly began winning local
accordion contests. Toups has combined his love of Cajun music,
rock, R&B, and zydeco into a genre he calls Zydecajun. He sings in
both English and French.
Toups began gaining popularity in the United States around 1984
when he began performing at local festivals such as the Festivals
Acadiens in Lafayette, Louisiana. In 1987 he released his first
album, Zydecajun. The Cajun French Music Association's awarded
him their "Song of the Year" Award in 1990 for his song "Late in
Life." Three of his songs, including wedding favorite "Take My
Hand", were featured in the movie Dirty Rice, and some of his
work is also featured on the soundtracks for the movie Steel
Magnolias and the television show "Broken Badges". He has
recorded for the major record labels Polygram and Mercury. His
1995 release, Back to the Bayou became the fastest-selling record
ever for the independent Louisiana label Swallow Records. Besides
playing his own music, Toups has been featured playing the
accordion on singles for many country music stars. He appears on
the Mark Chesnutt Number One hits "Gonna Get a Life" and Alan
Jackson's "Little Bitty." He has also played with Sammy Kershaw,
George Jones, Mark Wills, Garth Brooks, and Ty England.
Toups is known for wearing bright tropical shirts during his
performances. He has toured in over twenty-six countries,
including in South America, Canada, Europe and the Far East. He
has appeared on MTV and on the 1990 Super Bowl telecast.

